
Revolutionize Your
Trading Strategy with AI
Experience the future of investing with our fully automated, AI-powered

platform. From personalized stock portfolios to cutting-edge strategies, we

offer a trading experience that combines technology, innovation, and social

responsibility.

by Vivien Richaud



Advanced Trading Strategies at Your
Fingertips

ChatGPT-Driven Strategy

Make trading easy with our AI-

powered strategy based on

ChatGPT technology. Seamlessly

buy and sell stocks with an

intuitive system.

Community Sourced
Strategies

Take advantage of proven

strategies from established

financial community platforms.

Benefit from collective wisdom

and shared success.

Replicate Winning
Strategies

Mirror the trading strategies of

successful funds and top-tier

investors. Stand on the shoulders

of giants and grow your wealth.



Trade with the Power of
Sentiment Analysis

1 Sentiment-Based Trading

Make smarter trades with our unique feature that bases stock

purchases on positive or negative news headlines. Trading now goes

beyond numbers.



Compare Your Performance and Stay
Ahead of the Curve

1

Performance Comparison

Measure the effectiveness of your strategies against each other, major indexes, or successful funds.

Stay informed and ahead of the curve.



Integrations with Leading Trading
Platforms

Seamless Integration with
Alpaca

Enjoy complete integration with

Alpaca and other trading

platforms. Get access to exclusive

features and make trading faster

and easier than ever.

Crypto Trading

Explore the world of crypto

trading with easy-to-use

integrations with Binance,

Coinbase, Kraken, and more.

Trade in cryptocurrencies and

make sound investment

decisions.

Further Integrations with
Other Platforms

Stay tuned for our upcoming

integration with Degiro and other

platforms. We are continuously

expanding our horizons to provide

a truly global trading experience.



Direct Trading from
Decentralized Platforms

1 Web3 Features

Prepare for direct trading from decentralized platforms with web3

features. Enjoy fast and secure transactions with complete ease-of-

use.



A Platform Built for Innovation and Social
Responsibility

Innovative Trading for
Digital Natives

Designed for digital natives

who are at home with brands

like Robinhood, Uber, and

Netflix, our platform caters to

the innovative, conscious

investor. Experience the

cutting-edge of technology

and investing.

Socially Responsible
Investments

We are committed to

promoting socially

responsible investments and

strategies. Our pledge to

contribute to environmental

and social projects will help

us pave the way forward.

Your Wealth, Your Way

Get ready to redefine your

trading experience. With our

highly personalized

approach, you can build your

wealth your way. Our trading

platform is designed to put

you in control.



The Future of Trading is Here
From the US stock markets to crypto trading, our platform sets the standard in trading technology. Start

your journey with us and experience the future of investing today.


